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About This Game

This is ArchRobo, a top-down shooter. Featuring incredible visuals, 28 intense levels ranging from easy to incredibly
challenging, with 5 large Bosses, dozens of enemies, and a plethora of creative weapons such as the Laser Sword, and Juggernaut

power-up. Features 4-player co-op Survival, and 4-player Battle mode, each with randomized layouts for endless fun!

2D, retro, robot smashing fun. Influenced by Robotron 2084. If you're an oldschool gamer looking for some nostalgia, then this
shoot-em-up might be the game for you!

Simple but challenging gameplay!
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archrobo - robotic annihilation

The game is good in theory and unrefined in practice. Not bad for a highschool kid's senior year project. A bit more work and
it'd be pretty legit.

Update: Turns out this is Autobotika's fault. Nice job screwing this one up and abandoning it guys. Condolences to Danielle
Maiorino who has taken some of the blame.. Definitely enjoyed it, would love to see another continuation! I don't want to talk
too much about the plot though, as there's a bit of a twist maybe ten or fifteen minutes in that was really interesting and set the
tone for the rest of the game. Apologies in advance if this review comes off as a bit dry because of that. As for the bulk of it,
the art was great, the story was engaging, the characters were likeable and memorable and the music was definitely a nice step
up.

The puzzle gameplay was fun, for what of it there was, but definitely believe the author when they say this is primarily a VN:
there were really only a handful of puzzle segments, I don't think I kept count, but I'd guess less than ten of them in what was a
four-ish hour play (granted, I've always read particularly quickly, so YMMV on actual time to completion).

Last note: I would very much recommend playing the first Unhack and Unhack Destruction before this. There IS a summary of
the events at the beginning, but it is... well It's functional, but it doesn't really give you the subjective feel for the characters and
their relationships, and I think you might miss out on some of the subtext here or there. Also, the first game is super cheap now,
and only takes a few hours to play at the VERY most, so you may as well just grab the 1+2 bundle and experience it the right
way!. A great game from the creator of Diablo.
Tons of classes to choose from with play styles for everyone.
I really have enjoyed playing this game and seeing the amazing game it is now.
. Loved the game on mobile, even better in VR. But it's just to blurry like it's default is low resolution with no option to Increase
it.. Love this game ! Graphics are very tidy and I think this style of graphics always works well with VR. Plays smooth and the
guns have a nice feel to them - accurate and the reloading mechanism works very well. I also love the look of the zombies, some
really nice details on them.

If you like Unturned and like playing VR this is the closest you'll get to merging the two. It does need a lot more work and I do
hope more people will buy this and support the developers so this can be made into something great.

Lets see so more good solid update please ! Some multiplayer, some building, maybe vehicles ? keep it up !. DIZ GAEM IZ
STRONK
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Putt Putt Goes to the Moon is an action packed adventure that will leave you in tears after playing , you play as a retired race car
Putt Putt who's daughter has gone missing and its up to you to find out who carnapped her, there will be mysteries to solve and
many people will die as Putt Putt massacres many to get to his daughter in time, game of the year 420\/10 dont ever talk to my
Pep again. update: So I ran into a little glitch. I exited the game, only the game refused to cooperate. The screen was gone, but
the music kept playing (ugh!!). I had to log off my pc to get it to close completely. Still no problems with gameplay or other
crashes. 30 FPS seem fine. Now a little over 2 hours in. Still a lot of fun. Music still annoying. Am now playing with no sound.

Original: Granted, I'm only a little more than an hour into the game, but so far it's as good as I remember. I still think this is one
of the best games to ever come to the Wii, and I was super excited to see it release through Steam on PC since I no longer play
consoles.

I'm playing on a fairly new pc with an xbox 360 game controller, with the recommended 30 fps. I haven't had any crashes or
problems yet, though I was a bit concerned after reading all the reviews so far.

If you like quirky characters, active battles, exploration, and the power to control a world, this is a great game.

My only gripe is the same one I had playing the original game: I can't find a way to turn off the music!! It's sooooo repetitive
and annoying. I would love a fix for this!. Guys you cany go wrong with this addon! A must have for any fan of US Railroads, I
just cant get enough of these EC Addons!!! (And I say this a an Aussie!). This game is brilliant

considering the fact that this game is free there really is no reason to not pick this game up and give it a try.
I have only played this game for a short amount of time but its is amazing if you can get friends to get this game aswell it really
is a charm 10/10.. I liked game's aesthetics, cuz it overally looks and sounds good, futuristic style racers are my personal
favorites and there is so little of them especially on PC. Machanics wise game seems solid.

That being said - level design... I don't think there was any person that actually beat 1st level on first try, since without
memorisation there is little to none time to react to obstacles on track (no radar, no some kind of warning), especially when they
blend into overall track colorization and there is no break. It seems just unfair.

Game isn't asking for much price wise and it is enjoyable, so that's why I really can't just unrecommend it. In this price range
you usually land on smth that is just tragic \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and this game is REALLY far
away from it.. This is a great simulator. It has lots of shells to work with. The display graphics are great if you have a 2Gb video
card or better. The only limitations are as follow: You can't use artists mp3 as background music then post it to certain social
media due to copyright laws and You only have two locations for launching fireworks. You launch from either bardges or a golf
course. If you forget and create a display with an artists music some social media will remove it and warn you about breaking
copyright laws.. Bigger productionvalue that expected! this is my feedback on SS2 and what i would like to see for Super
Seducer 3.

I think it was cool playing from a girls perspective, but it feels like the club part was not as wellmade.
The seeing how girls interaccted (in the spa) how girls talk and reson without men around was cool.
I think it was funny when there was a kind of story line and each chapter refered to other chapters like in the spa
it would be cool if one of the girl was saying yeah i went of my yacht and talked with a nice guy and then he showed me
his♥♥♥♥♥♥under the table.
... OMG you actually did addet that element of fake tinder pictures;) I JUST LOVE YOU MORE NOW.

it would also be cool to play from both perspective in the same chapter, And they could end up together or
it all could branch out and continue the girl storyline and man storyline. But the game need to be optimized for that, so if it
branch out you can start from where it separated to two storys.

i think richards friend that gave the female perspective on it was cool to have.
I also liked that it was not always richard as the main characheter.
The comedy scene was just hurrendus and pointless.

I think it would be cool if you break the "forth wall" in the game.
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Like the model goes (staring right into the camera) "Really you choose that?!, alright here we go". Absolutely pointless but ill
support the developer
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